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Programmable helical twisting in oriented humidity-responsive bilayer films generated by spray-coating of a chiral nematic liquid crystal†

Rob C. P. Verpaalen, a Michael G. Debije, a Cees W. M. Bastiaansen, ab Haris Halilović, c Tom A. P. Engels c and Albertus P. H. J. Schenning d

A facile method is presented that generates humidity-driven helical twisting in thin, oriented polyamide 6 (PA6) films by spray-coating of a chiral nematic liquid crystal network (LCN). The LCN is self-aligned by the PA6 substrate, and the internal twist angle of the LCN provides the direction and extent of twisting for the expanding PA6 substrates. The handedness and extent of helical twisting in the bilayer film can be finely programmed by the degree of twist in the thin topping LCN layer. This straightforward spray-coating process and self-alignment of the liquid crystals (LCs) is compatible with high-throughput industrial manufacturing processes and is applicable to other stretched commodity polymers.

Introduction

Synthetic and natural commodity polymer materials are extensively used in an ever-expanding range of applications and are often considered mature from a processing, properties and applications point of view." With the increasing interest in stimuli-responsive, smart actuators, for example as adaptive smart textiles and soft robotics, researchers are exploring new paths to introduce new functionalities to traditional commodity polymers." The fabrication of these novel, high-end products is appealing as it will extend their range of applications and makes new fields of interest accessible. Commonly, these new functionalities are introduced into commodity polymers via material blending or by applying a smart coating. From a processing point-of-view these techniques have a minimum impact on existing industrial infrastructures and are performed at low cost.

Stimuli-responsive, shape changing polymers are currently receiving a lot of attention. Such polymers typically respond to (environmental) stimuli such as light, heat or humidity. When anisotropic polymers are used such soft actuators demonstrate anisotropic expansion/contraction. Typically, bilayer actuators are fabricated to obtain a bending deformation as a result of the mismatch in expansion coefficients between both layers." In humidity responsive bilayer actuators that bend, a hydrogel layer is often adsorbing and desorbing moisture. Swelling and shrinkage of a hydrogel layer frequently account for (large) macroscopic actuation, but provide limited mechanical strength." Appealing future applications, such as smart textiles and soft robotics, require more robust materials and preferably other deformations than simple bending. Macroscopic helical twisting motion, for example, is known to substantially reduce the length due to winding of the bilayer strip and is frequently generated by cutting oriented (sometimes bilayer) films at an angle to the alignment direction." To control this helical twisting, one needs to cut bilayer films at different angles. Therefore, it would be appealing to develop a more practical, straightforward method compatible with high-throughput industrial manufacturing processes.

Previously, we reported on a bilayer actuator comprising of oriented polyamide 6 (PA6) and an aligned nematic liquid crystalline coating that bends due to the adsorption and desorption of moisture." PA6 is humidity responsive: typically, humidity sensitive polymer films expand in all directions as moisture is absorbed, though several researchers have designed bilayer actuators that directed the macroscopic response to humidity." We now present a facile, one step method to obtain humidity responsive helical twisting bilayer actuators comprised of oriented PA6 substrates topped by a chiral nematic liquid crystal network (LCN). A simple spray gun is employed to apply a twist-aligned LCN (0 < θ < 90°) coating that directs the humidity driven expansion of the bilayer into a helical curl. This technique allows access to a range of 3-dimensional deformations. The humidity responsive PA6 films are potentially interesting for fabricating smart textiles and generate a toolbox to functionalize conventional fabrics, for example."
Experimental

Materials

LCNs were obtained via the copolymerization of 4-(3-(acryloyloxy)propoxy)benzoic acid (3OBA, Synthon), 4-(5-(acryloyloxy)pentyl oxy)benzoic acid (5OBA, Synthon), and 4-{(6-(acryloyloxy)hexyl) oxy}benzoic acid (6OBA, Synthon) with 1,4-bis-[4-(6-acryloyloxyhexyloxy)benzoyloxy]-2-methylbenzene (C6M, Merck). The three nOBA monomers differ in methylene spacer length \( n \) (3, 5, or 6). The LC mixture consists of 86 wt% nOBA (1 : 1 : 1 ratio by weight), 12 wt% C6M and 2 wt% of the photoinitiator Irgacure 819 (Merck). A right-handed chiral dopant 1,4:3,6-dianhydro-D-glucitol bis[4-[4-[1-oxo-2-propenyl]oxy]butoxy]carbonyl]oxy benzoyl]oxy]benzoate (LC756, BASF) is used in trace amounts to self-aligned LC monomers were photopolymerized under the twisting power (HTP) of the chiral dopant was determined to be 20 \( ^\circ\)C. Elastic moduli \( (E_x', E_y') \) and damping characteristics (tan \( \delta \) values) were measured at a 1 Hz frequency and a 10 \( \mu \)m amplitude. In constant stress mode dimensional changes \( (\Delta x, \Delta y) \) were measured as a function of the relative humidity (RH). Cold-fractured bilayer films were sputter coated with Pt (JEOL, JFD-2300HR) and cross-sectional scanning electron micrographs were recorded under vacuum with a JSM-IT100 (JEOL).

Results and discussion

For the preparation of the humidity responsive actuators that show reversible helical twisting, a chiral nematic LC mixture was spray-applied onto oriented PA6 using xylene as a solvent for the LC monomers (Scheme 1A and B). Xylene was selected because it is a non-solvent for the PA6 substrate. The LCs subsequently self-aligned using the stretched PA6 as the alignment layer. The LCs were then photopolymerized to obtain bilayer actuators. Polarized optical micrographs revealed that the LCNs containing no chiral dopant align at the PA6 interface. While the film is oriented planar at the PA6-interface, the LC tends to reduce surface free energy by gradually rotating through the film depth to attain homeotropic alignment (that is, out-of-plane) at the air interface, and therefore can be considered as a splay alignment.19 A homogeneous black state appears between crossed polarizers as the PA6 orientation direction was aligned with one of the polarizers while in-plane sample rotation of the sample results in a bright state, indicating alignment (see Fig. S2†). For practical reasons, 4 \( \mu \)m LCN coatings were used. The helical twisting of the bilayer is controlled by the precise but small amount of a right-handed chiral dopant added from a xylene stock solution to the LC mixture concentration, the dopant HTP and thickness of the LCN layer. The LCN of the prepared bilayer actuators had in-plane rotation angles between 0 and 135\(^\circ\). Scanning electron micrographs of the cryogenically fractured bilayers verified a total cross-sectional thickness of 19 \( \mu \)m (Fig. S3†). Ribbons of 20 \( \times \) 3 \( \times \) 0.019 mm\(^3\) along the PA6 orientation direction were exposed to various humidity levels. The anisotropic LCN/PA6 bilayer actuators will be referred to as BA, \( \theta \), with \( \theta \) specifying the in-plane LC twist between the base and surface layers. As the humidity level increases, PA6 is expected to expand, and, directed by the twisted LCN layer, develops curvature with the LCN on the inside of the curvature (Scheme 1C).

The humidity response of a LCN/PA6 bilayer with a 45\(^\circ\) twist (BA.45) was examined first (see Fig. 1A). From a stock solution, 0.06 wt% of the chiral dopant was added to the nematic LC mixture. The right-handed chiral dopant added to the LC mixture rotates the LC director 45\(^\circ\) counter-clockwise in-plane. The UV-cured bilayer ribbon was mounted in the humidity chamber at room temperature and the humidity level was changed step-wise. We describe macroscopic deformations in these humidity-driven systems in terms of changes in the
inverse diameter and pitch, which is the inverse length to make a 360° twist, as a function of the relative humidity. At higher humidity (80%), the inverse pitch is extracted from the well-defined helical shape. The inverse pitch at low humidity levels is determined by extrapolation (in Fig. 1B and C). It was anticipated that significant swelling of the oriented PA6 substrate, predominantly along the stretching direction, was directed by the counter-clockwise LC coating orientation to form a righthanded helix (see Scheme 1C). In Fig. 1, this 3-dimensional deformation was observed as more moisture is fed into the humidity chamber and the helix gradually forms and tightens.

To see if the helical twisting in the PA6 film can be programmed by the LCN coating, the chiral dopant concentration was adjusted to vary the in-plane twist angle through the LCN film. Fig. 2A demonstrates that both bending and helical twisting motions are accessible by altering the in-plane LCN

**Scheme 1** The preparation procedure of the bilayer actuators based on commercially available oriented PA6 films. (A) The chemical structures of the liquid crystal molecules in the LCN mixture. (B) PA6 is taped to a glass slide, a liquid crystal coating is spray-applied and subsequently photopolymerized in the nematic phase. (C) Schematic illustrations that highlight the step-wise 3D deformation into a helix as the humidity level rises.

**Fig. 1** The evolution of 3D shape morphing in the LCN/PA6 bilayer actuator BA.45. (A) At low humidity the 20 × 3 × 0.019 mm³ strip is pre-bent towards the LCN side. The in-plane director rotation in the LCN coating winds the bilayer as the humidity level is gradually increased and PA6 absorbs moisture. At 80% RH a right-handed helix has formed. The scale bar equals 3 mm. (B) Humidity-driven deformations change the diameter of the sample. The inverse diameter (in mm⁻¹) is plotted as a function of relative humidity. (C) The inverse pitch, the inverse distance needed to rotate 360°, versus relative humidity in BA.45 samples.
director rotation. At low humidity, all bilayer actuators are nearly straight. In more humid environments the bilayers begin to macroscopically deform within seconds and reach maximum twist within minutes (for example, a film moving from 5 to 60% RH completes deformation within 2 minutes, see Movie S1†). Over a three-day period, it was observed that bilayer films only lost minor curvature when maintained at constant, elevated humidity levels. The inverse pitch at 60 and 80% RH are plotted.
in Fig. 2B as a function of director rotation. The samples BA.0 and BA.90 both bent as PA6 swells predominantly along its orientation direction and follows the path of least resistance. The grey regions in the figure correspond to bent bilayers in which the inverse pitch goes to infinity. In contrast, at twist angles of $0 < \theta < 90^\circ$, helical deformation was observed. The largest macroscopic deformation was found in samples with a 45° in-plane twist, (BA.45).\textsuperscript{15,20,21} Moreover, for twist angles greater than 90°, it is expected that the deformations become smaller because the average in-plane modulus increases as twist angles become larger, resulting in increased resistance to deformation at high twists.

To understand the programmed helical twisting in more detail, the humidity induced shape and mechanical changes of both PA6 and LCN films were studied with dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). In Fig. S4A–C\textsuperscript{†} the impact of moisture absorption on the mechanical properties of oriented PA6 and LCN films, measured parallel ($x$-direction) and perpendicular ($y$-direction) to the alignment direction, are shown. PA6 absorbs moisture from the environment, which forms H-bonds with the amide moieties in the backbone. As most of the binding sites are occupied, available free volume is filled with water molecules, resulting in plasticization.\textsuperscript{22} This plasticizing has a dramatic effect on mechanical properties: in dry conditions, the storage modulus $E'_{xx}$ equals $\sim$4 GPa drops to $\sim$0.7 GPa at 80% RH, for example. In Fig. S4B\textsuperscript{†} a maximum tan $\delta$-value is found at 55% RH, defining a humidity induced glass transition temperature at 20 °C. In contrast, the bare LCN films did not show softening at higher humidity. Fig. S4C\textsuperscript{†} illustrates how moisture accumulation affects the length of the two films. The LCN swells minimally, reaching isotropic strain-values of only 0.15% at 80% RH. In contrast, PA6 elongates up to 2.8% along the orientation direction, and 1.3% in the transverse direction.\textsuperscript{23} Based on this data it can be concluded that changes in environmental humidity result in the uptake or loss of water from only PA6, resulting in elongation or shortening of the length of the PA6 film, respectively, forcing the combined LCN/PA6 bilayer to bend or curl.

Essentially, the samples can be viewed as laminates consisting of discrete layers that rotate LC orientation in-plane and the angular dependency and anisotropy within the bilayers can be simulated with FEM (more details on the numerical model can be found in the ESI\textsuperscript{†}). By using the measured values of the LCN and PA6 elastic moduli ($E'_{xx}$, $E'_{yy}$) and coefficients of hygroscopic expansion ($\alpha_x$, $\alpha_y$) as inputs to the FEM model, a fitting procedure was carried on the PA6 $\alpha_x$-value to visually match the actuation state at 40% RH, resulting in the actuation states depicted in Fig. 3. These calculations, however, somewhat underestimate the deformations presented in Fig. 1B.

To study the influence of the temperature on the humidity response, the BA.67.5 film was maintained at a constant 50% RH while the temperature was varied (Fig. 4). Upon increasing the temperature, the bilayer unwinds and the thermal deformation was found to be reversible, although with some hysteresis. Straightening of the strip can be assigned to several causes: PA6 has a negative thermal expansion coefficient above its $T_g$ and therefore contracts along its orientation direction.\textsuperscript{24} Likely, the moisture-capacity of PA6 also decreases (i.e. moisture desorption) at higher temperatures.\textsuperscript{25,26} Moreover, the LCN coating expands out-of-plane.\textsuperscript{27} In dry conditions, the LCN has a $T_g \approx 100 °C$ and therefore little thermal expansion is expected below 100 °C.\textsuperscript{28}

Conclusions

An elegant spraying procedure was employed to program helical twisting in conventional PA6 films. In this method, the humidity-sensitive PA6 underlayer self-aligned the liquid crystal mixture, in which the handedness and in-plane twist angle was controlled by the addition of chiral molecules. Shape morphing was found to be programmable by varying the director twist angle in the LCN coating via the concentration of chiral dopant. At low humidity, bilayer strips were nearly straight and macroscopically deformed as moisture was fed into the system. Reversible humidity-driven helical motion occurred at twist angles $0 < \theta < 90^\circ$ and angles unequal to multiples of 90°. In-plane director rotations of 0 and 90° led to bending motion in bilayer actuators. Moreover, at a fixed humidity level, 50% RH, helical bilayers reversibly unwind as the temperature increased. These bilayer actuators may potentially find application in smart textiles, to dynamically change the packing density, or soft robotics to manipulate material positions.

Our procedure is not restricted to oriented PA6, but also other stretched polymers, such as poly(ethylene terephthalate), can be used (see Fig. S5\textsuperscript{†}).\textsuperscript{29} The elegance of this system is further found in the self-organized coating: in principle, any chiral nematic LC mixture can be used to access helical twisting and its response to different stimuli can be tailored by changing the chemistry (Fig. S6\textsuperscript{†}). A combination of humidity-sensitivity and in-plane LC director control resulted in humidity-driven helical motion. The application method is believed to be compatible with typical high-throughput polymer manufacturing processes and access a range of macroscopic motions.
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